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Principal’s Message
Dear Parents / Guardians:
This is a very challenging time for everyone, and education is no exception. All of us are essentially 
being asked to reinvent the wheel as we navigate a global pandemic. There is an analogy of trying 
to build an airplane while it is already flying. That is what it feels like every day. And yet, I want to 
reassure you that my faculty and staff ’s dedication to your children is amazing and inspirational. 
Within a brief period of time, we have asked them to adapt their lessons to classrooms in which 
face-to-face students are blended with LaunchED@Home students. In many cases, this involved 
quickly learning new technology and programs, collaborating with other educators to redesign 
lessons for this hybrid approach, and figuring out to help students interact within this new 
learning environment. In addition, they have had to reconfigure their classrooms and rewrite 
many of their policies and procedures to meet our district’s safety guidelines. In short, they are 
doing herculean work – each and every day. I am in awe of my faculty and staff, and thank them 
sincerely for their efforts.
I also want to thank you, our parents and guardians, for your patience and support. Each of you 
has had to make decisions about your child’s model of learning in an environment of uncertainty. 
Like us, many of you have had to reconfigure your work and home situations as well. With 
everything going on, it is easy to become impatient and curt with others, but you have been 
supportive and understanding. I appreciate your willingness to be flexible and work with us as 

we adapt to each new situation. If your child is struggling, please encourage 
them to contact their teachers. Also, don’t forget that our guidance 

counselors are available to work with you.
As we continue through this unusual year, I expect new challenges to arise. 
  I also know that we will continue to navigate this together. Remember – 

together we are stronger.

   Sincerely,
Karen Furno

13914 Mailer Blvd
Orlando, FL 32828

Phone: 407-207-7839
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Calendar
Oct. 9 .......................End of 1st marking period
Oct. 12 .....................Teacher Workday / Student 

Holiday
Oct. 13 .....................Begin 2nd marking period
Oct. 19 .....................SAC & PTSO mtgs. - virtual
Oct. 21 .....................First quarter grades available in 

Skyward
Oct. 30 .....................Teacher Professional Day / 

Student Holiday
Oct. 31 .....................Red-O-Ween
Nov. 16.....................SAC & PTSO mtgs. - virtual
Nov. 17.....................Picture Day- Face-to-Face 

students
Nov. 23-Nov. 27 ......Thanksgiving Break
Dec. 7-17 .................CFE window – P.E. courses
Dec. 18 .....................End 2nd marking period
Dec. 21-Jan. 1 .........Winter Break
Jan. 4 ........................Teacher Workday / Student 

Holiday
Jan. 5 ........................Students return after Winter 

Break / Begin 3rd Marking Period

Kindness – It All Starts with Hello
At AMS, practicing kindness and learning how to support each other are as important as practicing math problems 
and learning key facts about the American Revolution. During the first two weeks of school, we had school wide 
lessons about kindness, bullying prevention, and respect for others. In September, we celebrated “Start with Hello” 
week. This program comes from Sandy Hook Promise, a national nonprofit organization founded by family 
members who lost loved ones to the violence at Sandy Hook Elementary. This group has promised to turn tragedy 
into triumph by designing programs and activities to end social isolation and promote inclusion. Unfortunately, 
many students are lonely, especially with the increased isolation caused by the pandemic. “Start with Hello” week 
encourages students to begin including other students in their social circle, starting with a simple “hello.” Sometimes 
it is easy to get overwhelmed by our circumstances, leading us to forget the power of a small positive action.

Digital Updates
• Remember, whether you are on campus or at home, 

you should fill out a Student Tech Request using the 
icon on your Launchpad dashboard if you are having 
problems with your device. After filling out the request, 
someone will contact you to make an appointment.

• If you need a hotspot, hotspot requests are also located 
on your Dashboard. Type “hotspot” in the search bar 
to find it.

• Do not download any extensions or themes onto 
your device. This goes against the Acceptable Use 
Policy and will cause issues with your battery,  
microphone, mousepad and more.

Counselors’ Corner
We know that this year has been challenging. Please 
remember that the Guidance Department has a 
lot of resources at AMS to help your child succeed 
academically, socially and emotionally. Please reach out 
to us if your student is struggling so that we can assist.

6th grade Mary.Wright@ocps.net
7th grade Melinda.Fontaine@ocps.net
8th grade Somaliz.Davila@ocps.net

Yearbooks
Yearbooks are on sale now. If you purchase your 
yearbook prior to October 23rd, the cost is $30. After 
that the cost will be $35. This year 8th grade parents 
will be able to purchase either a ⅛ page ad for $10, a 
¼ page ad for $15, a ½ page ad for $25, or a full page 
ad for $40. This cost is in addition to the cost of the 
yearbook. You can order the yearbook at jostens.com. 
Don’t miss out on this year’s memories! 

Latinos in Action
In our Avalon Middle School Latinos in Action class, 
we are teaching students to embrace their cultures 
and make a positive impact in the school and 
community. Since our students are passionate about 
pets, they decided to collect donations to help a local 
pet shelter, Pet Alliance, as a service project. Thank 
you to everyone who contributed.

STEM
In 8th grade Magic of Electrons, we have been studying 
the fundamentals of what electricity is and how it works. 
We had demonstrations with a Van de Graaff machine 
and with static electricity. Project packages were available 
for pick up for students in September. The packages 
included an electromagnet and an electric motor so that 
students could explore some of the basics of circuits and 
the connection between magnetism and electricity.
In 7th grade Flight and Space, we have been exploring 
the four forces of flight, how planes fly, Newton’s Laws 
of motion and parts of an airplane. We also made brief 
flight plans for a Cessna 182. We will continue to use 
simulations and the PLTW website, but keep your eyes 
open for a project pick up in October. We are trying to 
have projects sent home to further explore the design 

and science 
behind 
aeronautical 
machines.

Picture-Day
Save the date! Picture-day is 
Tuesday, November 17th for 
our Face-to-Face students. 
We have a second picture-day 
scheduled in January for our 
students who will join Face-
to-Face second semester. In 

addition, for our LaunchED@Home students, 
we will have an after school picture-day in 
January. Families will have the opportunity 
to schedule an appointment time to come to 
campus for their photo. Additional picture-day 
information will follow including photography 
safety protocols that LifeTouch will have in place. 

VIRTUAL EXAM
& QUOTE

FREE
407-359-1960

Click here to
Start Your Smile for
FREE from Home!
LACH-ORTHO.COM

from home with Dr. Lach

http://www.orthocalc.com/ss/?id=9tJNM5EB
http://maximnailsanddayspa.com
http://ExpressOilOrlando.com
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Fostering a Love
for Reading
When students find a book they love, they are 
more motivated to read both in and out of school. 
The amount of time children spend reading has a 
direct and positive effect on their achievement, 
vocabulary development, cognitive abilities, and 
knowledge of the world around them. It can also 
be a predictor of reading achievement. Here are a 
few tips to encourage your child to read at home:
• Make reading part of the nightly routine. 

Aside from homework, set aside a few 
minutes each night to share a book, story, 
or article.

• Model good reading practices. If you 
model how to make reading a priority, 
your kids will notice.

• Talk about books. Ask your children 
about the stories you’re reading and tell 
them about what you are reading. Make 
conversations about books and other texts 
a regular part of their day.

• Get them hooked on reading! Ask your 
child’s teachers or other parents about 
books or series that may interest your child. 
Reading a series allows kids to become 
familiar with the characters and may 
encourage them to want to read more.

• Make reading rewarding. Make it a special 
event to get a new book, take a trip to the 
library, or spend time with you while reading. 
The more positive associations that kids have 
with reading, the more likely they are to read 
on their own because it feels good.

NJHS
NJHS meetings will take place virtually every 2nd and 4th 
Thursday of the month from 4-5 p.m. If you have any questions 
about NJHS, please contact Shana Wax at shana.wax@ocps.net 
or Honorine Baxter at honorine.baxter@ocps.net.

FFA
AMS FFA is proud to announce the 2020-2021 FFA officer 
team. We are all very excited to start this new year, which 
will open new opportunities for everyone!! The officers 
this year are:

Chaplain: Hannah Winemiller
Historian: Harvey Chubb
Student Advisor: Lillian Dodge
Sentinel: Landon Plank
Reporter: Chloe Joyce
Treasurer: Lily Compton
Secretary: Isabella Carreiro Roy
Vice President: Isabelle Barnett
President: Jocelyn Bew

Our first official virtual meeting was held on September 25th, 
after school at 6:00 PM on Microsoft Teams. We also attended 
the Virtual Orange County Federation Kickoff on September 
16, at which our officer team competed in the Opening and 
Closing Ceremonies contest.

Jr. Thespians
Troupe 89396 is working hard on their competition pieces 
for our virtual festival in November! They will be competing 
against students from all of north Florida. We are also 
working on a virtual one act play called “Once Upon A 
Zoom” for the festival.
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edwardjones.com
CPIS rebmeM 

Graduation is no 
time to learn you 
haven’t saved 
enough for college.

For a free, personalized 
college cost report, contact 
your Edward Jones financial 
advisor today.

Jim McQueeney 
Financial Advisor

The Towers At Waterford Lakes 
570 N Alafaya Trail Ste 107 
Orlando, FL 32828 
407-658-3067

 

TRUSTED PHYSICIAN CARE
IN YOUR COMMUNITY.

Pediatric Medicine  •  Internal Medicine

Orlando Health Physician Associates is
excited to have two locations in Avalon Park.

Choose office hours that fit your schedule. 

http://edwardjones.com
http://www.EliteDentistry.com
http://orlandohealth.com
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LaunchEd@Home 
Learning Tips
The LaunchED@Home model differs from our digital 
learning last spring. The digital learning that began 
in March was mostly self-directed. In contrast, for 
the LaunchEd@Home model, students are required 
to follow the school bell schedule and complete work 
during the designated time just as they would if they 
were on campus. Unfortunately, middle school students 
often find it difficult to stay focused. This problem is 
magnified when they are learning at home. You might 
find the following tips useful to share with your child.
• Set up your computer on a hard surface in a quiet 

area with good lighting. Make sure that you have 
all supplies ready such as your charging cord, 
pencils, pens, scratch paper, workbooks, etc.

• Use headphones while listening to your classes to 
avoid being distracted by noises.

• Keep the bell schedule handy. Signing into classes 
on time is important so that you don’t miss 
important instructions.

• Stay present throughout the period. If you were on 
campus, you would be expected to pay attention 
to your teacher the entire period. The expectation 
is the same for students at home. It is not 
appropriate to chat with other students (unless as 
part of an assignment), listen to music, watch TV, 
play with pets, etc. during your class. It is also not 
appropriate to sign on, but leave your computer 
for long periods of time or even for a few minutes 
without your teacher’s permission.

• Actively engage in class. All students are expected 
to use their microphones to respond to their 
teachers when asked. The more engaged you are, 
the easier you will find it to complete assignments 
and score well on assessments.

• Check your email and announcements for each 
course regularly so that you have the most up-to-
date information.

Athletics
All sports have been postponed until January as of now. 
The plan is to have Volleyball/Track during Quarter 
3 and Soccer/Basketball during Quarter 4. Students 
are allowed to participate in both sports during each 
quarter if they make it onto multiple teams as the 
games/meets are on separate dates. LaunchEd@Home 
and Face-to-Face students are able to try out for all 
sports as long as a completed Sports Physical Form 
is on file with Coach Tran. See our AMS website for 
the new updated packets. Completed Sport Physical 
Packets can be dropped off in the front office or in 
room 709. More information about tryouts will be 
available in the future as we get closer to participation 
dates. Keep in mind that the schedule is subject to 
change based on our community’s situation in January. 
If you have any questions related to Athletics, then 
please email Coach Tran at 101928@ocps.net.

Media Center
We are off to a great start this year. Not only did our 
school win the OCPS Beanstack Summer Reading 
Challenge, but also our own Julia Regenstein won 
the first place prize for reading over 32,000 minutes 
and won a Kindle! We had over twenty-four students 
complete the AMS Summer Reading Challenge, and 
many students are on their way to reaching their first 
nine weeks AR goals. This quarter’s prize is a free 
one-day Fun Spot ticket. The media center is open for 
face-to-face students to check out books, and we have 
a system to make books available to our LaunchEd@
Home students as well. Let’s continue reading, Huskies!

Spanish
Students in Spanish 1 are learning greetings and 
goodbyes. Students in Spanish 2 are talking about 
their daily routine. This year the Spanish classes are 
using new books, a very complete series that we had 
previously had as class sets in the classroom. Most 
assignments for Spanish are assigned to be completed 
online. It's important that the audio on your child's 
computer is working properly. Our courses require 
speaking as part of the standards which mean that 
students will need to do some recording at times. 
Students can access the book online by following 
these steps: From the Dashboard, click on Vista and 
then click on the book title. The title for Spanish 1 is 
Senderos 1 while the title for Spanish 2 is Senderos 2. 
After clicking on the title, look to the left side to see the 
table of contents to find the current unit being studied.

Agriculture
Agriculture is an elective offered for 6-8th graders, with 
the 8th grade class being a high school credit course. 
Students enrolled in agriculture learn the science 
and skills necessary to be informed consumers and 
participants in the global food, fiber and natural resource 
system. Students gain hands-on experience in producing 
and caring for ornamental plants, animals, and food 
crops as well as in Ag. Technology and engineering.

MY LIFE BACK”
Former Patient - Recovery Solutions

TO SCHEDULE A FREE AND CONFIDENTIAL ASSESSMENT CALL 

407-281-7000

Substance Use Disorder and
Mental Health Care

Often times life can be overwhelming. We are here. Let us help
you navigate through life’s sometimes unpredictable turns.

 
 
 

Adult Acute Mental Health Inpatient Treatment
Adult Detox and Medication Assistance Treatment Programs

Adult Co-occurring Disorder Treatment
Children and Adolescent Acute Care 

“I’VE BEEN GIVEN

2500 Discovery Dr. Orlando, FL 32826     www.universitybehavioral.com

http://Nemours.org/tlc
http://Nemours.org/urgentcare
http://www.CrystalAdamsRealtor.com
http://www.universitybehavioral.com
http://www.DCACairandheat.com
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PBL – Project-Based 
Learning
Students in our 6th grade PBL elective have been 
busy. After starting the year learning various skills for 
collaboration, they moved into their first official PBL 
project – the mini Slice of PBL project. During this 
project, students learned how project-based learning 
works while researching the concept of sustainability. 
Students had to select an environmental issue, generate a 
potential solution, and present their solutions to others. 
After this project, they will work on their research skills 
and creativity by designing a QR poster gallery for 
Hispanic Heritage Month.
The 7th grade PBL Elective had a great first quarter this 
year! We began the year with an introductory unit that 
allowed students in the class to get to know each other 
better. This also allowed Mrs. Jamerson to get to know 
her students. Afterwards, students began their first major 
project of the year working in pairs. Students were given 
this driving question: How can we design exhibits for 
a museum about the COVID-19 pandemic? The class 
generated topics related to this question. Working with 
a partner, each pair was assigned to design an exhibit on 
one of the topics for a museum created collaboratively by 
the class. Students have been working hard to truly display 
what this time was/has been like. In order to overcome 
barriers, students aimed to create a hybrid museum with 
both physical and digital elements. After some beginning 
research, students were able to hear from a guest speaker, 
Mr. Michael Perkins, the Director of the Orange County 
Regional History Center, during which they were able to 
gain great insight into the exhibit curation process and 
how to create the final product. He also reviewed their 
exhibit proposals and provided feedback in order to help 
them with the creative process. We can’t wait to share the 
final product with the AMS community!

Drama
Drama 1 students have worked on improvisational monologues. They are now learning about pantomime and 
creating their own performances. In Drama 2, students read “A Midsummer Night’s Dream. They are now 
working on costume and make up design for this play. Finally, in Drama 3, students have been performing one 
act plays virtually.

PE
We have loved seeing and hearing the kids again. Each week we have a different theme in physical education. For 
example, one week the theme was soccer and students learned about other players besides Messi and Reynaldo. Every 
other week we are using a workout log for both our face-to-face and LaunchED@Home students. The kids have been 
great and very responsible. Our next lesson will be on basketball with rules and skills.

Music
“Music gives a soul to the universe, wings to the mind, flight to the imagination, and life to everything.”     – Plato
Even though our music classes aren't quite the same, we still find a way to make music together every day! Our 
Band, Chorus, and Orchestra students have been working hard to learn new musical concepts and advance their 
performance skills as an ensemble, even when they are learning at a distance from one another. We are so proud 
of them. Check out some pictures below of our fabulous musicians doing what they do best, even at a distance!

BAND CHORUS ORCHESTRA

Outside of the classroom, many advanced Band, Chorus, and Orchestra students are auditioning for the 
All State Festival this year, which is an annual event that honors the highest-level middle school musicians 
from around the state. We are so excited for our music students who are representing Avalon at these virtual 
auditions in September and October!

http://drtaddeo.com
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Curriculum

Curriculum
Language Arts
6th grade language arts has just finished practicing determining central idea and its 
development in informational text. We also practiced writing summaries and academic 
paragraphs. We'll finish determining theme in literary text before the end of the first 
nine weeks, but there will be lots of reading, vocabulary, writing and more this year!
If your child needs help staying organized and finding assignments in Canvas, be sure 
to have them:
• Check Canvas>LA>Modules for assignments in the current unit/module
• Check Announcements on the Canvas homepage
• Check their Inbox in Canvas for e-mails and messages from their teacher about 

missing work, retakes, etc.
• Use the Calendar in Canvas to view upcoming assignments and due dates to help 

plan how to use their time at home and/or in class
• Check their grade in Skyward regularly for updated assignment grades, comments 

and any assignments marked missing

Throughout the first quarter, 7th grade language arts students have been working 
hard to identify multiple central ideas in an informational text, cite evidence to 
support those central ideas, and write objective summaries. For literary texts, 
students have shown that they can determine a theme of a text as well as identify 
how elements of a story, like plot, setting, and characters, interact with each other. 
Our second quarter will concentrate on analyzing a text’s structure, analyzing the 
author’s point of view and comparing texts across a variety of mediums. In an 
effort to enhance independent reading, each student has a quarterly AR goal based 
on his/her Lexile level. You should see your student reading for homework on a 
regular basis. We encourage you to read along with your child and discuss the 
book together.
In 8th grade ELA, students have finished an informational unit with a focus on 
main idea and summary writing. We are getting ready to start a “foundations of 
literature unit” with a focus on theme and character development. The unit will 
include reading a fable and a short story titled “The Drummer Boy of Shiloh.” 
Students will also begin writing academic paragraphs.

Math
The 6th grade math students at AMS are finishing the 1st nine-weeks strong by completing units on fractions 
and decimals. Students prepared for this unit by practicing their skills on the topics of integers and converting 
rational numbers. Student recently completed an iReady diagnostic test and the results have been shared with 
students. We will be working with the iReady program in class regularly and monitoring the learning gains 
your child is making throughout the school year. The 2nd nine-week curriculum will consist of a unit on ratios 
and rates and an introduction to algebra. In order to practice and master the 6th grade standards, students 
should consistently be reviewing by using the resources located in Canvas and their math notebooks. Fluency 
with multiplication facts will contribute to mastery of many math concepts being taught this year so please 
continue to practice these skills at home.
7th grade is off to a great start for the school year. We have just completed our rational number unit working with 
integers, decimals, and fractions. Students worked hard recalling their previous knowledge and building new skills 
to give them a stronger foundation in number sense. Classes are now shifting the focus to ratios and proportional 
relationships. This is the most heavily weighted strand on the FSA making up 25% of the questions. During this 
unit, students will continue working with integers, decimals, and fractions and using real-world applications 
such as finding unit rates and calculating tips and sale prices. In advanced classes, students have been working 
on solving equation and inequality problems. Inequalities and equations require us to use opposite operations to 
isolate a variable. Real life situations require us to discover what the unknown is and write an inequality or equation 
to describe the situation, which we then solve. The trick is to remember when to reverse the inequality sign to 
keep the situation true (hint – when multiplying or dividing the variable by a negative coefficient REVERSE the 
inequality sign!). Next we will work on ratios and review how to solve a complex fraction. We will move from 
there to proportional relationships and then on to the slope and y-intercept of a line representing a proportional 
relationship before jumping into geometry. We are always gearing up for our FSA assessment coming in the spring 
and reviewing key concepts daily. Please do not forget to take advantage of the resources available for your child. 
Through http://launch.ocps.net your child has access to my.HRW, our online textbook, and iReady, which provides 
online instruction and practice. The 7th grade team looks forward to continuing to work together and is thankful 
for all the parental support we have received this year.
In eighth grade pre-algebra, we have started the year by reviewing order of operations, integers, and the distributive 
property. We followed that with a review of one- and two-step equations from 7th grade and quickly moved into 
solving multi-step equations. After completing our equations and linear relationship units, we began introducing 
functions which should lead us into the second quarter where we will explore functions in more depth.
Welcome back, Algebra I Honors Huskies!! We got off to a great start with online learning for all of our students 
followed by our movement to the Face-to-Face and LaunchEd@Home models. We want to commend all of you in 
persevering during this unusual time. We are all in this together. We started school with covering our new policies 
and procedures due to the pandemic. Then we jumped right into reviewing integer rules and operations. The MAP 
testing was conducted to see what our Huskies know and what we need to work on. We are now beginning our 
algebra standards with Polynomials 101 and then venturing into polynomial operations.
Hello, Geometry students! Welcome back! It is wonderful to be able to see the students again whether it is face-
to-face or through LaunchED. We started off the year with an introduction to geometry unit. We finished the 1st 
nine weeks with transformations. Throughout the year, we will spend some time reviewing certain standards from 
Algebra 1. This school year is so different than any other, but together we will get through it. Please feel free to 
reach out to Ms. Hilyer any time.

http://www.eastsidebistro.com
http://www.ZozoFlowerShop.com
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Science
6th Grade Science this year is not what it has been in the past. We have had to forfeit the hands-on lab experience. We have, however, been engaging 
in some great and interesting topics and making it as fun as we can. Students in Comprehensive Science 1 started the year by identifying different 
types of science and listing ways in which scientific investigations are different from non-scientific investigations. Observations were also described 
as quantitative or qualitative. In addition, we looked at the variety of different backgrounds from which successful scientists come. Our next topic 
of choice was scientific laws, theories and models followed by the practice of science during which we examined the many different ways in which 
scientists solve problems. We then began to study a unit on energy in which we defined and illustrated kinetic and potential energy as well as the 
Law of Conservation of Mass and Energy. Next we will measure and graph constant speed, and identify different types of forces including balanced 
and unbalanced forces. Our final topic of study before the end of the first nine weeks will be the Law of Gravity.
Our 6th grade Life Science students have focused on the nature of science. We have used the “If… Then…” format for writing a hypothesis and 
students have learned how to identify their dependent and independent variables. We have also used scientific laws and theories to explore 
scientific concepts. Students are now exploring the Theory of Evolution, fossil evidence and natural selection. In addition, we are also addressing 
molecular biology by comparing the DNA similarities of different species and their similarities to human DNA.
Our 6th grade science PBL program is moving forward with innovative and exciting projects. We have used great digital learning tools such 
as Quizizz, Kahoot and Quizlet. Our Big Blue Button conferences started out rough, but we have all gotten the hang of it and the students are 
working hard and moving ahead. We are looking forward to the second quarter at AMS and learning a lot of new and exciting concepts.
In 7th grades science, all students began the year by learning about scientific knowledge and how it can be modified if new evidence is 
found. Students investigated given problems, conducted systematic observations, collected and interpreted data, and used data to draw and 
support their conclusions. Please encourage your child to check their Canvas Inbox messages and Course Announcements daily for any 
communications from their teachers.
In 7th grade Earth/Space Science Honors, students are beginning their studies of space, with our first focus being the origin of the universe and 
the vastness of the space. In addition to studying the evidence supporting the Big Bang Theory, we study the enormous distances in space, and 
discuss the ability of humans to travel these vast distances. It is amazing to consider our place in the universe: out of a hundred billion galaxies, 
each with hundreds of billions of stars, to a single planet orbiting a single star. And, of course, we can’t get through this topic without a few 
questions about black holes. Upcoming in the 2nd quarter, we narrow our focus to our solar system. We will focus on the movement of bodies in 
our solar system, properties of stars, comparing our sun to other known stars, and how our solar system formed. Students will be able to answer 
questions like why the inner planets are different from the outer planets, how our sun produces the light and heat we need to survive, and what 
we can learn about other star systems by studying our own.
In Comprehensive Science 2, our 7th graders have begun studying energy. As we began this study, students used both digital simulations and hands-
on lab equipment to investigate and learn about different forms of energy. Since we are so heavily reliant on our computers to function with our 
current school models, it’s amazing to think that we wouldn’t be using computers if it weren’t for energy in all of its forms: the clack of the keys as 
you type, the light from the monitor, the power cord or battery, and the warm monitor or laptop after extended use are all different forms of energy! 
Upcoming in the 2nd quarter, we finish our study of energy by focusing on heat and temperature. We then shift our focus from physical science 
to our very own Earth. Students learn to view Earth as a system with a set of connected parts forming a complex whole. This is the foundation for 
understanding the impacts of each of these parts on the others, as well as the positive and negative impacts that humans have on our planet. The 2nd 
quarter finds students studying factors that change Earth’s surface, including volcanoes, earthquakes and weathering and erosion.
8th grade science is off to a good start considering the worldwide pandemic! As a team, we have decided that regardless if a student is face-to-
face or LaunchED@Home, they will be receiving instruction via Microsoft Teams or Big Blue Button. This ensures that all students are receiving 
the same quality and level of instruction, and that no student feels left out. The district has already stated that we are not to perform student 
labs in the classroom until further notice so the LaunchED@Home kids are not missing out on fun labs by being at home. We will be utilizing 
teacher demonstrations and virtual labs in the interim. In the beginning of the first quarter, all students learned about how to be safe in the 
science rooms with the hope that we can begin labs in the near future. It is imperative for all students to read and sign safety contracts which 
include emergency contacts as well. The first unit in the 1st quarter was the practice of science across the board. In this unit, students reviewed 
scientific knowledge such as scientific laws, models, and theories and how they are different from everyday usage of these words. They were also 
able to review their knowledge of variables in a variety of activities. They wrapped up the unit with writing a lab report based on a given scenario. 
Honors students solved the Mighty Mug problem using a higher standard based on their curriculum. 8th grade Standard and Advanced students 
are wrapping up the quarter by studying technology and space. They are looking into the electromagnetic spectrum in depth and learning how 
technology and the spectrum help scientists study objects in space. 8th grade Honors students are working in the motion unit through a unit 
titled “Driving the Roads.” This unit will continue in the 2nd quarter with Newton’s three laws of motion.

Teacher of 
the Year
Congratulations to Evan 
Powers on his selection as 
the AMS Teacher of the 
Year. Evan is our chorus 
teacher. His classes are 
extremely engaging, and 
he works hard to help 
every child find their voice. 
He has done so many 
wonderful things for our 
school such as the Songbird 
program in which chorus 
students connect with 
elders suffering from 
dementia and the amazing 
concerts that his students 
put on annually. Mr. 
Powers definitely deserves 
this recognition!

Support 
Person of 
the Year
Congratulations to 
Patty Lambert for being 
selected as our school’s 
Support Person of the 
Year. Ms. Lambert is 
our Media Clerk. She 
works closely with our 
media specialist, helping 
students check out books, 
engage in the Makerspace 
area, and troubleshoot 
issues with their devices. 
She also assists teachers 
in making use of the 
media center’s resources. 
We are so fortunate to 
have Ms. Lambert as part 
of our team.

http://BattleOrtho.com
http://www.LilAnthonysAvalonPark.com
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Social Studies
In 6th grade world history, we began the year by working through historical interpretation and perspectives. Our 
next unit introduced the beginnings of organized tribes and agriculture. This will provide the foundation for 
exploring the early civilizations of Mesopotamia and Egypt. We will dive into their political structures, religious 
beliefs, and socio-economic systems. Students will also start their first history project on surviving as a hunter-
gatherer in different climates/areas.
During the first quarter, 7th grade civics students learned about the foundations of democracy in our country. 
We discussed the ideas of the Enlightenment philosophers such as John Locke and Montesquieu and how their 
ideas influenced our Founding Fathers. We also took a look at documents such as the Magna Carta and the 
Mayflower Compact to see how they influenced the American colonists’ views on government. Next, we learned 
about various British policies such as the Tea Act and Stamp Act and how they led to the writing of the Declaration 
of Independence. Students were able to read and analyze the Declaration, something many of them had never done. 
To wrap up the nine weeks, students learned about our country’s first constitution, the Articles of Confederation, 
along with beginning to discuss our current U.S. Constitution. In the PBL civics classes, students worked in groups 
to write a book about how our country’s government began. These will be sent out to the local elementary schools 
for 3rd – 5th grade students to read and learn more about our country and government. We understand that the 
hybrid format in which we are currently teaching under is not ideal; however, we are working hard each and every 
day to ensure that students are engaged and are learning more about civics and our country. During the second 
quarter, we will finish taking a look at the U.S. Constitution before beginning a unit called Elections and Campaigns 
during which students will be learning about various political parties, evaluating candidates, and taking a look at 
the impact that the media has on the process. Because we are in an election year, students will be able to participate 
in a school wide mock election after which we will compare our school and class results to the national results. We 
will end the second quarter by taking a look at the duties and responsibilities of citizens in our unit on citizenship.
In August, 8th grade U.S. history students met the discoverers of the ’New World’. In September our focus centered 
on colonial America. We began our journey in Jamestown with our knowledge expanding as we traveled to the New 
England, Middle and Southern colonies. We further witnessed the ideals of American democracy and freedom of 
religion taking root during this colonial period. In October we will address discontented colonists, increasing tensions, 
and actions that result in the Declaration of Independence and the American Revolution. Let the adventure begin!!! 
Each day’s assignments are on Canvas. The bell-work and that day’s specific activities can be accessed by your student 
every day on their laptop. The availability of these resources ensures that your student won’t fall behind.

Art
2/D1
6th graders have been doing a review of 
the elements and principles of art and 
have created many drawings including 
rats, insects, Medusa, and a visual 
journal piece. They also learned about 
Georgia O’Keeffe and will continue 
learning about various artists throughout each week.

2/D2
7th graders have been doing a review of the elements and 
principles of art and have created a hand drawing that tells 
about who they are. They also have completed a visual journal 
which we will continue working on throughout this course.

3/D
8th graders have been doing a review of the elements of 
art; they created paper cubes with each side depicting 
each element. We will be moving on to review the 
principles of art and how both the elements and 
principles are used for sculpture specifically. They have 
also started their visual journal which we will continue 
working on throughout this course.
All art students are working on an artwork for International 
Peace Day that depicts the theme of “Love Thy Neighbor” as 
well as an artwork of a tree that is in remembrance of 9/11. 
Families, please feel free to go through the Remembering 
9/11 module with your kids. All students should have a 
sketchbook by now and a basic list of supplies. Please reach 
out to Ms. Salt if there is a financial need.


